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This is not a support question. How do I remove software from my computer? Is it just a matter of deleting it in the Application and Features tab? Do I need a program to
remove it? A: If you use the Microsoft Store to install software, you have the option to move, remove or block apps. In this case, you'd uncheck the "Install if eligible" box. (
If you install software using a third-party tool like the Microsoft Store, check the "Move to this location" box. Q: Screen flickering only on one monitor with Ubuntu 12.04 I've

been trying to install Ubuntu 12.04 on my Toshiba Satellite (1555) Laptop for the past 2 days with the same result (I've tried both USB and CD). The problem is that the
screen flickers randomly every 5-10 seconds. When the screen is flickering, the two images (Desktop and application icon icons) remain still, but are partially transparent

(as if there is some sort of black background covering them). However, when it's not flickering, both images are completely on screen (and visible). I've tried different
drivers like fglrx and radeon and xorg, but the result is the same. What's more, no matter what driver I use, when the screen is flickering, the DELL logo that's displayed at

the startup appears in the lower left corner of the screen (while the system is booted). I've read in several places that there's a bug in Ubuntu (I think it's just a generic error
that's not related to Ubuntu, but happens to someone at the installation stage, I don't really know about this). I've tried installing Ubuntu without installing the Windows

partition (as I was reading that this problem would be associated with this), but the same result, that's why I'm considering a hardware failure as it has always worked fine
until the last 2 days. Can anyone please help me with this? Thank you very much in advance. A: I think my problem has been fixed. I'm using the free version of BitWise

Unetbootin. The latest version worked fine and it also did not have a problem with the Dell logo. I have no idea why c6a93da74d
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